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INTRODUCTTON

Statement of the problem

The Law of YIergers Takeover and Amalgamations in Kenya is

contained in The Retrictive Trade Practices, Monopolies and Price

Control Act1 (hereinafter The Act). The preamble of the Act states

that the purpose of the act is "to 'encourage competi tion in the

economy by prohibi ting restrictive trade practices controlling

monopolies and concentration of economic power and prices"

This statute was enacted to effect Kenyas antiomonopoly policy

that is meant to preserve a system of competition and economic

freedom and is not only a means of placing legal restrictions on

economic power but is also directed towards consumer protection and

towards achieving certain economic objectives both macro and micro

such as better all round performance in terms of low cost, low prices,

better quality technological improvements, conservation of

resources, import substitution, employment creation and balanced

rural urban development among others. All Anti-monopoly law or
1';

Competition law is based on the Theory of competition. According to

neo-classical economic theory consumer welfare is maximised in

conditions of perfect competi tion2. Under perfect competition

economic resources are allocated to goods and service most

efficiently in the quanti ties wh i ch the consumers wish (allocat ive

efficiency) . Other benefits of perfect competition are that-prices

at which a good or service is sold never rises above the marginal

cost of production and also that competiters will strive to produce

new products to capture or maintain their market share.
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This is opposed to the conditiDns that exist in a monopoly market.

The monopolist is in a position to affect the market price since he

is responsible for all the output he will be able to increase price

through reducing the volume of his output. The less output will

result in there being less goods on the market. There thus is

allocative inefficiency as the' respurces of the society are not

distributed in the most efficient way possible. A monopolist is also

x-inefficient ie he does not produce goods and services at the lowest

economic cost. X-inefficiency is manifested by general slackness in

production and use of outdated production processes. The monopolist

may not also feel the need to innovate his products or production

process. It can also be argued that as a monopolist is a price maker

wealth is transferred from the consumer to him. This happens mostly

when he is able to discriminate between what prices he charges to his

customers3.

Therefore it can be said that the objective of Competition law

or Anti-monopoly law is to promote competition so that the country 's

economy can benef it from the advantages accruing to a perfect

competitior. This was expressed succinctly thus,

"The purpose of regulatory policy, in the protection
which it is designed to attend the consumer is to
stimulate and substitute the effects of competition
and give the consumer the benefits which he would
derive from a system of competition,,4.

In a developing country like Kenya the law of- competition

complements the development process.
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This development function of competition law is advocated by Joseph

Spengler~ when he notes,

"Competition has been represented as a social
process operating in a non-static economy and ther
making for two not always wholly compatible growth
favouring outcomes:
(1) Optimal marginal equivalences, and (2)
development-fostering changes. Development
proceeds nicely "ceteris paribus" when competition
is such as to make for both these effects, in part
because growth consequent upon outcome (2) offsets
harm consequent upon failure to approximate
outcome (1) .

This development function ,of competition law was echoed by the

Commissioner of Monopolies and Prices where during a workshop held

in 1990 she stated,

" our law does not only deal wi th competi tion
policy, but also covers other policy including
export, industrial policy etc. This I believe does
not surprise you if account is taken of our economic
circumstances and level of development .... any
policy instrument at this stage of our economic
development should aim at achieving as many
objectives as possible in our country's development
process."

The Commissioner stated that competi tion law should lead
to:

-(a) optimum use of national resources so that the scarce

resources available to the country are put to the best use.
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Ib) creation af employment opportunities due to t~e existence of

large, medium and small business enterprises in a climate of

fair and free competition.

(c) increased participation of local businesses in the economy

(d) trade and public liberalization

(e) the protection of both consumers and producers al ike especially

those producers engaged in small scale enterprises

(f) fair income distribution

(g) general price stability

(h) economic growth

Government regulation of the market is premised on the

realisation that a free capitalistic market tends naturally towards

monopoly with the existing firms trying to stifle all their rivals.

This has been noted by Ben W Lewis6 thus;

"There is something quite special about government
regulation of the public utility type: This is the
way we have when we are really keyed of about
economizing, when we stop acquiescing and "going
along", when we feel quite certain that, for reasons
we can identify, the processes of the free market
cannot be made satisfactorily to perform the
economizing job we want done and, hence, that we must
perform the economizing functions by specifically
designed laws, agencies and measures".

As has already been stated the law relating to Mergers, Take

overs and Amalgamations is contained in the act. A firm normally

adopts these practices when it seeks ~o grown externally. The other

mode of growth of a firm is by internal growth.
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Mergers Takeovers and Amalgamations -are classified as either

horizontal, vertical or conglomerate. Cori t r oI of such is essent ial.

Kenya has recently experienced takeovers and mergers of a

considerable size that would affect the public wel f a r e . As has been

seen earlier one of the major purposes of Antiomonopoly law is to

safeguard the public interest. A good example is the Lonrhotakeover

that brought the following Kenyan companies under its control:

Toyota Kenya, Kenya Motors, Farm Machinery Distributors, Yamaya

Motors, and Bruce Trucks. Another example is the Standard Newspapers

takeover whose ownership is still unclear and the Smithkline

Beecham/Sterling Health amalgamation among others.

Though the external growth of companies by mergers takeovers

and amalgamations certainly does have its advantages in a developing

country like Kenya it has several Objections7. Mergers generally

reduce competition in the market place. This lack of competition

leads to the dominant firm having monopolist or oligopolist powers in

the market place and can dictate prices of the commodities it

produces. This has a detrimental effect on consumers who are charged

high prices that are not justifiable. In this sense therefore

mergers and takeovers are detrimental to the consumer. It must be

noted that horizontal mergers have the most significant effect upon

competition. Vertical mergers have an adverse effect on competition

where they have ~ foreclosing effect on other participants in the

industry.



Other object ion Ls that there is- los s 0 f e f f ic i ency espec ially ·,vhere

the management of the taken over company resign. It can also be

argued that mergers, takeovers and amalgamations are as a result of

the need to make short term profi ts on the Stock Exchange rather than

by serious analysis of the long-term prospects of companies. Mergers

can also be objected to as they lead to a concentration of weal th and

power. This was noted by Justice Douglas in Uni ted States IT. Columbia

Steel Co.8

"We have here the problem of bigness ..... the curse of
bigness shows how size can become a menace both industrial
and social. it can be an industrial menace because it
creates gross inequality against existing or putative
competitors. It can be a social menace because of its
control of prices. In final analysis size in steel is the
measure of the power of a handful of men over our economy.
That power can be utilized like lightning speed. It can
benign or it can be dangerous for all power tends to
develop into a government itself. Power that controls the
economy should be scattered into many hands so that the
fortune of the people will not be dependent on the whim or
caprice or political prejudices the emotional stability
of a few self appointed men".

Mergers also cause unemployment and the closure of factories. They

also result in the control of the merged company from without the

country. In the Lonrho Motors case control will emanate from the

London headquarters of the company. Emphirical evidence has also

proved that in fact mergers do not provide the advantages expected of

them. Economies of scale rarely flow from mergers, post merger

performance is not noticeably better than before the marriage

and that mergers are motivated by a host of different reasons which

may have nothing to do with the public interest generally.
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Justification/objective of the study

From ~he foregoing iL can be said that mergers, takeovers and

amalgamations of companies need to be controlled but Kenyan law on

the same can be said to je lacking to deal ~ith these practices with

the effect that mergers Lake place w i th impuni ty unregulated by the

legislation that was supposed to control them. This occurrence has a

detrimental effect on the economic development of the country which

development is the only true vehicle for prosperity. Kenyan law

further does not take consideration of special circumstances such as

newspaper mergers that receive special attention in the United

Kingdom. By camparing the Kenyan Law of Mergers with that of the

U.K" European Economic Community (EEC) and the United States which

are by far more advanced, this study proposes ways to enhance our

archaic laws which are not able to meet adequately the regulatory

needs of modern day commercial mergers.

It should be noted also that Kenya lacks a comprehens ive

consumer protection law and consumers get only incidental protection

by other laws that are primarily legislated for other functions. One

of these laws is monopoly law as contained in the Act. A better

mergers and takeover law will therefore also serve the consumer

prot ect i.on regime well as the consumer will be protected against big

corporatins and their overpricing tendencies.
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Literature Review

It is suprising to no~e that ~othing has ever been ~r~tten on

mergers at the LL.3. dissertation evel and the:refore the 'tJriter'~jill

seek to playa pioneering role in this area. ~he only dissertation

wr i tten on this broad subject is that or Ylusambai J, "Regulation of

Restritive Trade Practices in Kenya" 1991. However it can be said

that this paper is not relevant to mergers as it is mainly concerned

with contracts in Restraint bf Trade under Cap. 24 ,and the Indian

Contract Act 1872. The other issue deal t wi th by the dissertation is

Restrictive Trade Practices as enumerated under Sec 6-12 of Cap.

504.

Hypothesis
The study w i Ll be premised on the following hypothesis that the

inefficacy of Kenyan merger law is caused by the following:

1. That the intellectual conceptional basis of Anti-monopoly

law of which merger law is a part of has inherent

contradictions which undermines the laws enacted therefrom.

This becomes clear especially on an analysis of the Theory

of competition which plays a central role in Anti-monopoly

law.

2. That the colonial legacy also plays a negative role in

todays political & social spheres of life, ..It has been

observed9 that the colonial economy in Kenya was one

that rested on monopolies.



At independence the transition from colonialism to neo-

colonialism was planned to preserve the greater part of the

monopolistic colonial economic structure for the benefi t of the

new petty-bourgeouis class. It can therefore be said that

modern Kenyan company law is still a reflection of these

aims and therefore unable to serve the interests of free

enterprise.

3. That government policy on the law of Mergerrs just as in

most of commercial law is not fully developed and therefore does

not adequately guide the law in the desired path. Such

inarticulate government policy has a long history where in

the colonial era metropolitan and local settler interests

during this period were clearly divergent. Britain was

concerned with utilizing the colonial territory as a

source of-raw materials for its industries and with

preventing the emergence of any manufactoring in the colony

which would compete with British goods in the metropolitan

and colonial markets. In contrast the settler class backed

by the local administration was intent upon developing

estate agriculture and secondary industries where a market

existedlO. Inconsistencies nf policy still exist up to the

present day but at a different level.

4. That the enforcement mechanisms of the Kenyan law of Me.rgersare

inadequate.The writer will seek to prove the above

hypothesis.



Methodology

A library research method of obtaining information ~ill be

adopted.

Scope

This paper w i Ll. be confined to the Merger and Takeover

provisions of the laws of Kenya, The United Kingdom, The European

Union and the United State.

Chapter Breakdown

The paper will consist of four chapters thus:

Chapter 1: This Chapter will lay the conceptual basis of competi tion

law based on The Theory of competition. A critique of this conceptual

basis will also be provided Anti-monopoly law controversies will

also be briefly mentioned.

Chapter 2: A historical survey of the rise of the modern company

in colonial Kenya will be given. Herein the writer will discuss-how

the first companies in Kenya were formed and the reasons for such.

The Kenya law of mergers and, takeovers wi 11 be reviewed. The

legislative history of this law will also be discussed.

Chapter 3: The U. K., US & EEC laws of mergers wi 11 be discussed

and a comparison with Kenyan, law will be offered.

Chapter 4: In this chapter conclusions and recommendations

for the reform of Kenyan Merger law will be offered.
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CHAPTER ONE
COMPETITION LAW: THE CONCEPTUAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK

1.1 The Theory of Competition

All AnLi-monopoly 0r competition law is based on the Theory vf

competition1 Indeed the preamble of the Act states that the purpose

of the Act is

"to encourage competition in the economy by
prohibiting restrictive trade practices controlling
monopolies and concentration of economic power and
prices,,2

Therefore it can be said that the Theory of competition is

central to competition law. Competition has been described as

" a striving for the custom and business of
people in the market place,,3

In economic theory four types of competition are generally

recognized for purposes of analysing pricing policies4 - pure or

perfect competition, pure monopoly, oligopoly and monopolistic

competition. These are theoret ical model s , bui 1t upon certain

limiting assumptions-assumptions which may not be varied in

explaining the price behaviour of a particular firm in real life but

are useful as an analytical aid.

1.1.1. Perfect competition

Perfect competition refers to a market situation in which no

seller has any influence over the market price of his product. Five

assumptions concerning the structure of the market underlie this

model. First the products being offered are homogenous so that there

is perfect substitutability among them.
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Buyers can thus shift quickly from one seller to anot~er in response

to a Lowe r price Second, there is a large number of buyers and sellers

each of them small, so that neither the quanLity supplied nor the

quanti ty demanded by anyone of them w i 11 have an effect on the market

price. Third, buyers and sellers possess complete knowledge of

marcet conditions so that no individual has an advantage over the

others. Fourth, there are no restraints on the market or on the

independence of any buyer or seller. Economic forces are free La

operate in the market, and individuals are free to act in their own

self-interests. Fifth, there are no obstacles preventing the

complete mobility of resources both into and out of an industry.

Given this market structure, the final result is a situation in

which no seller or buyer can become better off by altering his own

behaviour. Equilibrium, in the long run, requires that marginal

revenue, equals marginal cost so that at that point the firm is

maximising its profit. Producing more units would add more to total

cost than to total revenue; producing fewer units would substract

more from total revenue than from total cost. Furtoer since price

equals minimum average cost, the plant is being used efficienty. The

model indicates that the market determines the price of a product a

allocates resources. Each seller by trying to maximise his own

profit works for the best interests of the economy as a whole.

The final market equilibrium also defines in a precise 'Naya

socially efficient allocation of resources. In the first ~lace
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the firms are of optimum size so that total production is maximised

and all factors of production are fully utilized. Given existing

consumer tastes and available technology and resources no other

arrangement of resources would result in an increase in the total

value of production. In the second place consumer satisfaction is

guaranteed and also maximised. Under conditions of perfect

competition the price represents what consumers are willing to pay

for the last un i t of a product. The price in turn is equal to the cost

of producing the last uni t that is marginal cost. It follows that the

consumers valuation of the last unit and the cost of producing that

unit are equal. Producing more of one good involves giving the

consumer additional units which he values less than the cost of

production to society; producing less involves foregoing units that

the consumer values more than-the cost of production. Only when price

is equal to marginal cost is consumer satisfaction maximised.

1.1.2 Pure Monopoly
Pure monopoly is the opposite extreme to conditions of perfect

cornpe t iti on , This situation means there is a single seller of a

product. The extent of a monopolist I s power, however will depend on

the closeness of available substitutes. As used here, pure monopoly

implies a situation in which substi tutes are lacking. In the long run
-a monopolist has the same objective as a seller operating under

conditions of perfect competition - the maximization of profit.
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Seing the only supplier, the demand for :he monopolist's product is

the entire market demand for the product. In seeking LO maximise

profit, a seller operating under conditions of perfect competition

will adjust his total output so that his marginal cost is equal to his

marginal revenue. So, too with the monopolist. But there is a vital

difference, for what distinguishes the monopolist's position is in

the shape of the demand curve. In pure monopoly the monopolist can

get a higher price by restricting output and sell ing less. The

results of pure monopoly differ in several important respects from

those of perfect competition. The most profitable policy for the

monopolist is to produce less and charges more than a firm operating

under perfect competition. As noted above, the best allocation of

resources for society as whole is to carry production to the point

where marginal cost equals price. Here, the value of the last unit of

input just equals the value of the last unit of output. The most

profitable adjustment for the monopolist in contrast is where price

is greater than marginal cost. The difference is excess profi t to the

firm. Consequently, fewer resources are being employed than society

woulq,be willing to pay them at going rates. As long as price exceeds

marginal ~ost, use of additional resources would add more to the

value of output than in their present use.

From the point of view of society, monopoly keeps output from

being maximised. And, in addition the monopolists plant is not being

used efficiently.
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Society does not get the full potential 3dvanLages of ~conomies of

scale. In short price is higher, profits excessive, output smaller

and fewer resources are used under conditions of pure monopoly as

compared with perfect competition.

1.1.3. Oligopoly

Both perfect competition and pure monopoly are uncommon market

structures. An understanding of these markets does give a means of

analyzing two more realistic types of markets found in the modern

economy ie oligopoly and monopolistic competition. Oligopoly is

common in our basic industries, monopolistic competi tion in consumer

goods industries and retailing.

Oligopoly exists when there is a small number of sellers in a

market. Each seller therefore must take into account the effects of

his own price and output decisions on those of his rivals. In other

words each seller recognizes that his actions have a definite effect

on the final market outcome. The products produced by oligopolists

may be virtually identical cement, oil, steel or differentiated but

close substitutes - cars or cigarettes. (ie brand names)

In theory the condi tion for profi t maximisation under oligopoly

is the output where marginal cost equals marginal revenue. But
-.because of the existence of close substitutes, a seller must also

consider what others are likely to do if he takes a certain course of

act Ion . Each seller, moreover, faces the same kind of problem. The

result is uncertainly; the inherent characteristic of oligopoly.
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To rLl ust race : A price reduction of one selLe r iassum i nq that r i vaLs

do nOL: follow suit, might lead to a larger sales volume. YeL:, can

such an assumption be made?

Given a small number of sellers, it could reasonally be expected

that each will follow a known price reduction made by another. And if

all firms reduce their piices revenue may fall (depending on the

elasticity of demand) with little or no change in market shares, but

with smaller profi ts for each seller. The same considerations apply

to price increase. No one seller, under normal conditions will want

his price to be far above that of his rivals. If one oligopolist

wants to raise his price, he will consider whether or not the others

will follow suit. Thus, the initiative taken by one seller to either

raise or lower his price may be risky. It is not surprising then that

price changes in oligopolistic markets may be few and far between.

Price leadership is common. Rivalry tends to take the form of

quali ty, advertis ing research and development and innovation. These

terms of competition, more difficult for rivals to match largely

determine the market shares held by each producer. Pricing behaviour

in oligopoly cannot be precisely formulated but depends on the

assumptions that one makes. Competitive prices, monopoly prices, or

prices some where between those two extremes are likely outcomes of

ologopoly. Some have argued that the most plausible outcome is

monopoly pricing or limited joint profi t rnax tm t sat i onv , Others have

rejected the assumption of profit maximisation altogether,

substituting in its place the theory of games, preventative
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pricing to foresLall entry7 organizational influences, lnterfirm

6rganization and limited scales maximizaLion. Little consensus

exists on the oligopoly price theory.

1.1.4 Monopolistic Competition

Monopolistic competition stands between perfect competition

and oligopoly. Many industries have numerous suppliers but each

seller has a differentiated product. Products may differ because of

quality, colour, location, packaging, service, or a particular

dealer's reputation. Since many sellers are supplying a similar

product joint action is not possible. Moreover there is reason for

expecting active price competition. For example while there is only

one gasoline station on a given location, there may be many within a

few blocks. Some may give lower prices, others trading stamps and

still others better service. Each automobile dealer normally enjoys

an exclusive franschise in a given area, but competition among

dealers is keen.

Firms operating under conditions of monopolistic competition

will achieve maximum profits at the point where marginal cost equals

marginal revenue. Due to product differentiation each seller faces a

downward s19ping demand curve he will earn excess profits. Such

profits may attract new competition. A new producer, of course,

cannot produce exactly the same product but he can try for a close

enough substitute to capture a share of the market.
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At the same time, existing competitors may pursue more aggressive

policies through price reductions or advertising campa i qn s. to

attract some of the customers of the original firm. It either event

occurs, the demand curve facing the original firm will shift to the

left. In the long run therefore the equilibrium point may be where

profi ts are normal. It should be noted however that such an

equilibrium is at a point where price equals average total cost,

indicating a smaller output and higher cost (due to advertising,

research, promotional activities and so forth) and price than under

perfect competition.

What effect does imperfect competition (oligopoly and

monopOlistic competi tion) have an economic efficiency? Clearly

imperfect competi tion does not resul t in a socially efficient

allocation of resources in the same sense as perfect competition.

Price is above marginal cost, so that what consumers are willing to

pay for the last unit of a good is not equated to the cost of society

of the last unit. Stated another way, price is higher and output is

smaller under imperfect competi tion than under perfect competition,

and plants are not operated at their most efficient output levels.

Taking a broader view of social efficiency, however the perfectly

competitive defination may not be applicable. If consumers want

product _ differentiation a situation ignored by the perfectly

competitive model imperfect competition is inevitable. In

addi tion, research and development, technological and product

innovation, and advertising are all part of
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-imper£ect competition and again the model of perfect competitiDn

ignores those factors. Perhaps then, progress and efficiency in line

w i t h consumer wants will be greater under conditions of oligopoly or

monopolistic competitibn. Whether or not this is true can only be

determined from a case-by-case analysis of actual markets in the

economy.

1.2 Objections to The Theory of competition

The Theory of Competi tion upon which Anti-monopoly law is based

has recently come under intense cri ticism. Does perfect competition

as discussed above attend the society the benefits it is supposed to

give? The Theory of Competition has in recent times been discounted

by the Principle of Workable Competi tion8" Economists have realised

that the theoretical models that have been created above do not

always work on the ground in the actual contemporary economic

structure. They have become increasingly aware of the" futility of

any public policy which aims at creating an industrial structure

within which competition works wi th perfection. Not only does

imperfect knowledge of markets interfere with the smooth functioning

of competition but that mass production and distribution inevitably

inject an element of monopoly into modern business. Competition is

nei ther pure nor perfect. So remote from real ity had become the neo-

classical theory of price competition that Piero sraffa writing in

1926 said of it:

"It is a pedadogic instrument, somewhat like the
study of classics and ~nlike the study of the-exact
sciences and law, it purposes are exclusively those
of training the mind, for which reason it is
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Clark recognizing the impossibility of achieving pefect competition

.in our economy argued first that some unavoidable departures from the

competitive norm may justify other departures, second that in the

long run potential competition and the competition of substitutes

may force sellers, even when they are few in number to behave like

competitors and third unrestrained competition in periods of weak

demand which forces prices down to marginal costs may prove

disastrous in the long run because prices in periods of strong demand

will not rise enough above average cost to insure that average cost

will be covered over both phases of the cycle. In short Clark argued

that in the long run rivaltry among few sellers approximates the

competitive solution, and that in the short run the power of

oligopolists to influence prices persons a socially salutary

function by holding prices above marginal cost in times of weak

demand. He also argued that quality competition among sellers of

differentiated products may serve the public as well or better than

price competi tion. This flowed from the recognition that no markets

are alike that they vary in the degree and kind of competition and

that the social acceptance judged by its performance.

Joan Robinson has also on a different forum criticised the

notion of competition12.

She argues that the first difficulty about regarding

competition as an equilibrium state of affair is the overriding

question - if the pursuit of profit is the aim of enterprise
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why does not any group of producers in competition raise all ~heir

pr:ces and thereby earn more? The persistence of competition must

depend upon a tension betwe en the desire to profi t on the one hand and

countervailing factor on the other, such as love of independence,

mutual distrust and this balance may be essentially precarious. She

also argues that competition largely consists in destroying

competition in the narrow, economists sense by product

differentiation, advertisement, and the creation of goodwill which

break up the market and reduce the cross-elasticities of demand

within it. Thirdly she also argues that competition law limits the

size of the firm which in turn warps its producti vi ty Fourthly she

puts forward a fourth difficulty that with stationary real income

for the economy as a whole conditions are often such that normal

profits are normally impossible to obtain as long as competition

prevails. This is corrected with the fact that the short period is

not the same length at both ends. Supernormal profits are usually

wiped out by new investment more quickly than subnormal profits one

raised by disinvestment.

Chamberlin in objecting to the Theory of Competition holds the

position that the measurement of monopoly and competition is many

sided13. Certain aspects of these two categories and of their

relations to each other cannot be measured at all; and the indices of
-other aspects which can be measured merely reduce parts of a

complicated problem to quantitative expression.
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Another ob ject ion re-lates -to the- issue or scale l-!. In some

markets profi t can only be made if a firm on ly produces- a set po rt i cn

of the total output. It may even be that t~e "minimum efficient

scale" of operation is achieved only by a firm w i th a market share of

over 50%. Where scale is such an important feature of a market it is

plainly absurd to attempt to achieve perfect competi tion which would

destroy the efficiency of production at the app ropri at e level.

Therefore it can be said that the efficiency of scale presents

difficulties for the Theory of Perfect competition.

It may also be argued that social or political value judgments

lead to the conclusion that competition is inappropriate in

particular economic sectors. In Kenya this has led to the

establishment of legislated for monopoly. The Kenya Government has

realised that competition in some sectors of our economy would not

only be wasteful but also are inappropriate in Kenya's stage of

development. Companies such as The Kenyas Railways; Kenya Airways,

Kenya Power and Lighting Company are companies that are created

monopolies by statute. Such argument is also valid when one

considers that the initial investment needed to start up such a

venture is prohibitive to the private investor and it is only the

government which can put forward such capital ...

It has also be argued that the notion of striving for

superiori ty may be considered ethically unsound. It may also lead to

firms charging lower and lower prices so as -cc keep custom
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that in the end they charge below marginal cost leading to ~he

inso 1vency of the firm. Compet ition can al so be regarded as wasteful

where one customer leaves a product for another which is cheaper.

Such abandoned product w i 11 be wasted. Compet itors al so waste money

and time ...in advertisements trying to outdo the other. In the field of

research where collaboration between rivals would enhance the final

product- and also achieve economies of scale competition does not

foster such as it essentially antagonises the rival companies15.

Before concluding the discussion on the theoretical framework

of Anti-monopoly law brief· mention will be made to what has been

referred to as Anti-monopoly law controversies.

1.3.Anti-Monopoly Law Controversies

The Anti-monopoly law area of public law has direct and indirect

economic impact on the country and as a consequence is therefore

bound to be controversial. There is a widely held presumption that

this law impedes industrial growth and is inconsistent wi th the free

market system.

However Yash Vyas argues that Anti-monopoly law is not only in

conformi ty w i, th but is also an attempt to preserve the system of free

private enterprise16. Anti-monopoly law controversies stern from

differences in opinion as to what is the right degree of government

interference in business. The rnarxists and the communists occupy the

extreme position that favours complete nationalisatiDn
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and governmental control ~hile on the othr ext=eme free market

advocates favour total market liberalisation17.

One school of thought finds antitrust on proper response to a

variety of political and social concerns, including the viability of

small businesses, the poli tical, power of large corporations and the

distribution of income, as well as the needs of an efficient economy.

This view has been supported 18 by the maj ori ty Supreme Court

decision in Brown Shoe V. U.s.l9;

"(We) cannot fail to recognize Congress desire to
promote competition through the protection of viable
small, locally owned businesses. Congress
appreciated that occassional higher costs and prices
might result form the maintenance of fragmented
industries and markets. It resolved these competing
considerations in favour of decentralization. We
must give effect to that decision".

On an opposite side are jurisprudes who contend Antimonopoly

law to be useless as a possible restructuring device and therefore

should be partially or completely dropped as an expensive or indeed

counter productive folly. Professor Galbraith is one of the chief

proponents and finds Anti-monopoly law nothing more than a

historical aberration sadly at odds with reality. He states

"The ant itrust laws, in seeking to preserve the
market are an anachronism in the larger world of
industrial planning. They do not preserve the
market. They preserve rather the illusion of ~he
market. In the past the man who argued against the
antitrust laws was often suspected; sometimes
rightly of ulterior interest. He wished to violate
the laws or was the paid or unpaid theorist for those
who did. Now it is the friend of the antitrust laws
who serves almost always, unwittingly ulterior
purpose. He defends and gives legitimacy to a
charade an act that helps to conceal the reality of
industrial planning and associated price control
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by great corporation"20.
r -A&,,-eedaand Turner in their book22.. r ake a po si t i on betveen t hese

extremes by recognizing the limits of economic theory in

ascertaining appropriate roles, the difficulty a court or jury may

have in finding economic facts and applying them to the sometimes

unclean principles and the scarcity of enforcement- reSQurces. But

they reject the notion that Anti trust law serves no purpose. Even if

it cannot set the economy right at a stroke antitrfist can be used to

affect the conduct of firms and thereby improve economic performance

with certain non economic benefi ts accruing as incidents of economic

policy. The authors on the other level understand the limits and

utility of Anti-monopoly law and weakness of antitrust engineering

(eg. inadequate economic theories and proof) are magni fied in

reaching for results beyond the economic system. Insufficient

behavioural incentives, conflicting objectives and the availability

of more direct and effective tools substantially curtail the

usefullness of Antitrust law in economic spheres. Accordingly the

authors dismiss the view of Anti trust law as a panacea of all

perceived political and social concerns ,thereby attempting to

maintain its integrity and effectiveness in the appropriate economic

realm.

When constraints are put on the free play of market forces due to

concentrat ion of economic power and unfai r compet ition only 3

alternatives appear as according to Yash Vyas: tolerance of such

power ie. to do nothing, nationalisation or public regulation in the

form of Anti-monopoly law22.
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The first alternative is objectionable as to permit unchecked

economic power is to permit the loss of a principle supposed to be

inherent in the free enterprise system ie free entry and action in the

m~rket place.

The second alternative is favoured by marxists and other

socailists and conflicts with a free enterprise system.

Nationalisation has not been confined to the socialist countries as

nowwestern countries like France and Britain have nationalised some

of their industries with posi ti ve resul ts in regard to efficiency and

cost effectiveness. PI. good example is in the production of

electricity by use of nuclear generators industry. In such a case no

conflict arises with free enterprise as an individual enterprenours

would not have the economic capability to set up such a plant.

The third public regulation alternative considered as most

compatible with the ideology of free enterprise and not only curbs

direct economic activities of private citizens but also checks

private power. It should be noted however that such intervention is

only or as far as is necessary to protect the market place from abuses

that many adversely affect the functioning of free market

forces23.
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CHAPTER TWO

2:THE KENYAN LAW ON MERGERS AND TAKEOVERS

2.1 BEGINNINGS: THE_RISE OF CAPITALISM AND EARLY COMPANY

FORMATION IN COLONIAL KENYA

In order for us to fully understand our present law as it

stands we must look atth~-hist6rical background as law cannot

be fully appreciated without looking at the historical forces

that shaped it.

Nicola Swainson in her thesisl has wr i t t eri

comprehensively on the origins of capitalism in Kenya and the

underlying forces that moulded subsequent developments. She

traces such growth from the precolonial period when primitive

accumulat ion was achieved mainly by methods such as hunt ing and

rai.d.inq-". Such primi tive mode of accumulation of resources 'Alas

however curtailed by the imposition of boundaries upon Kenya

becoming a colony and also by giving local tribal leaders

political authority. However by the 1920's this traditional

Africa leadership was being superceded by a new class. This

class had emerged during the early colonial period from a group

of skilled wage labourers. This group had the benefi t of having

both a permanen~. employment and private accumulation and

exploited its link between trade, community production in the

reserves and salarized positions -within the colonial

government. This form of operation was typical in the formatine

stages of capitalistic production. It should be noted that

where a conflict arose between the indigenous capitalist
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and the European estate producer such was usually resolved in

-favour of the~settler.

By 1915 African farming was concentra~ed in the reserves

and in order to increase the flow of labour to settler farms the

colonialist government employed taxes3 and other forms of

coercion. This had the effect of stunting the expansion of

indigenous capitalism in the reserves.

New crops in the form of tobacco, wattle, cashewnuts and

potatoes INerE~introduced in the 1930' s. The Africans pushed for

the removal of the ban on certain cash crops such as coffee.

Colin Leys sees such a ban on such well paying commodity cash

crops as a symptom of a bigger problem where the colonial

economy lay basically on monopoly where the African was

excluded from all productive sectors of produc t i on+. The

European had monopoly of high potential land in the highlands

under the White Highlands policy. The Europeans also got a

monopoly of labour through the various ordinances enacted,

government services, and also the marketing system4.

"t10nopoly in the sense of a significant degree
of exclusive control over some resource - land
labour capital technology (incuding crops) on
markets generally conferred by the state
through a law or through executive action,
permeated the entire sphere of operation of
European (or white as opposed to Indian)
capital in Kenya"S

The growing of coffee was only allowed in 1933 but only on

an experimental basis. The lar~e scale growing of coffee on

Africa farms was allowed only after the Second World War.
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African commod i. ty relations in the reserves were regulated

extensively by licensing and quality control provisions.

Such regulations had 2 purposes; to reduce the demand for

wage labour on African farms and consequently enhancing the

supply of labour to European estates. Such measures 1imited the

growth of indigenous capitalism especially where it would give

competi tLon to settlers. As has already been noted such control

before the second world war of estate capital in Kenya enabled

the settler to almost total control on domestic marketing and

processing of commodities while curtail ing the extent and

location of African production.

It should be noted that despite the restrictive

regulations placed on African production the international

demand for commodities such as cotton, tea, coffee, sisal maize

groundnuts led to the expansion of household commodity

production. Trading in these commodi ties in the reserves was by

Africans and Asians while the international marketing was done

by foreign merchant houses6. Despite such expansion it should

be noted that there could be no full production while

restriction still in place and political dominance of estate

capital still in place. African demands for representation

from the 1920' s was part ly as a result of such frustrations. By

1945 such demands had not been redressed and the Kenya African

Union united with the African petty bourgeoisie and the masses

to agitate for political independence. However this

independence granted in 1963 favoured indigenous
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capi tal ists at the expense of all those who had part icipated in

the struggle especially the mau mau guerilla fighters.

After the Second World War the political and economic

strong position of the settlers was reduced and the colonial

administration changed its policy t owa rds African commodi ty

production. This policy change was necessarily brought about

by changes in the world economy and Britains position therein.

African commodity production in tea, coffee and pyrethrum was

now favoured.

On the merchant capital front trade in the reserves

expanded from the 1920's and there existed great competition

between African and Asian traders. The small indigenous trader

operating in reserves acted as a link between foreign and Asian

merchant firms and African commodity producers. The colonial

administration sought to control the proliferation of such

traders from 1920 by the use of the license. Africans also were

limi ted to how much they could borrow 7, they were allowed

limited debt collection litigation and also limited was the

attachment of property for debt repayment and so was prior sale

of crops to raise advance money.

Africans had agitated for state finance to assist local

enterprises since the 1930's but this was only implemented

after the Second World war. After 1950 colonial funds were

- directed through the Join~ Boards of each province and schemes

for training African-artisans and trades were set up in most

locations.
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During such a period indigenous trade expanded urged on by the

agricul ture commodi ties demand created by the '/Jar. prices of

commodi ties also increased leading to more ,;rowth of the

indigenous trade. Another groups that sought to enter this

rising class of tradesmen was the African soldier who had been

demobilised after the war. The colonial administration sought

to control such large numbers of entrants by trade

licensing.

Such restrictions were condemned by nationalist

leaders8.

African trade was only encouraged after the war when it was

realized that such expansion would favour the settlers. From

1945 Trade Advisors were appointed to guide and advice

indigenous merchants. Where conflict existed between Asian and

African traders marketing laws were interpreted to favour the

African9. •This was pursuant to the colonial administrations

desire to stifle Asian market operation. Colin Leys notes

"The Kenyan businessman whom government sought
to establish wi thin the capitalist mode of
production were principally small retail
traders, bar owners, small-scale transporters,
builders and the like. Their numbers expanded
as Asian competition was progressively excluded
and credit was channelled towards them on
favourable termslO.

In summary in can be said that the posi tion at the colonial

administration before independence was to make provision both

to encourage and regulate the expansion of African merchant

capital.



From 1940' s onwards it wa s clear that assistance programmes to

African traders acted to bolster up the more established

sections of the petty bourgeoisie. This bulk of assistance ~o

African traders in 1950's was channelled not into new

enterprises but into firms and businesses that already existed.

Loans to African traders in the 1950' s were administered by the

Joint Board of the Local Native councils and the colonial

government provided advice to traders on accounting.

Between 1958 and 1963 further loans were dispersed fo

African traders and small scale manufacturers but on a small

scale. It is clear that even before independence the larger

traders we r e beginning to move into small scale

manufacturing.

Foreign firms also played a major role in stimulating

African trade. By the mid 1950's many had extended wholesale

facilities to African traders in the reserves for distribution

of their products. This included Bousted and clarke, British

East Africa Corporat ion, Bata Shoe Company, Kett les Roy &

Tyson, British American Tobacco. BAT and other foreign firms

were not in favour of government supported cooperatives in the

1950's but favoured a more open system of distributorships of

manufactured goods, such as tobacco, cigarettes shoes etc. BAT

also in 1950's very active in extending their markets in the

reserves ~hrough Afric~n traders.
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In summary therefore it can be sald that foreign firms

tried to encourage the emergence of an African trading class

from the 1950's. Firms such as East Africa Breweries. East

Africa Tobacco Company, Fitzgerald Bayries. Unga Flour Company

and Shell Oi 1 from the 1950 I S onwards operated credi t schemes by

which they would guarantee a sum of money in the bank for a

trader operating on a narrow cash flow margin. Su~h support

systems encouraged growth of general powerful African traders

in each district who by the 1960 I s would have accumulated enough

money capital to move into production. This group managed to

accumulate enough merchant capital to enable them move into

product ive capital despite all the hurdles placed by the

colonial state on indigenous capitalism.

Several observations can be made regarding the early

companies especially those formed before 1922. First these

companies were very unstable with a very short life span. The

second aspect was the interlocking nature of ownership. These

firms were held by a small number individuals. Lord Delamere

owned a share in the capital of three of these companies: Unga

Ltd, Nyama Ltd and The Times of East African. Captain ES Grogan

another settler politician described also as a timber

concessionaire and property speculator had shareholdings in a -

total to six out of the thirty five companies then registered.

Most of these companies were owned j o i rrtLy wi th other members of

his family notably hi~ wife and his brother. The story is
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told of how Grogan sold to the colonial government the Kilidini

Harbour in 1925 ~or ~£ 350,000 however the same property had a

1920 valuation of £ 37,000, moreover the Government could no~

use the harbour immediately as it had al ready been leased aut 11 .

Hunter a company secre.try had shareholdings in nine companies

while W. Fletcher a law clerk in Nairobi had shares in eleven

companies.

These settler company owners if not also farmers were

engaged in some other kind of profession which they used as a

base of accumulation and were accountants, solicitors,

jewellers, engineers, architects etc. This early investment

was highly speculative and money was put where it would be

reproduced rapidly. Because of this there was lack of

investment in the manufacturing enterprise as this requires a

big capi tal outlay. It is only after 1922 that small processing

and basic manufacturing was ventured into. An exception can be'

seen in the Mombasa Electric Light and Power Company formed in

1908 to generate electric power in Mombasa.

From 1922 there was greater stability and expansion of the

number of companies in Kenya. This can be attributed to the fact

of the increase in number, size and activi ties of both local and

foreign firms. Statistics show the extent of European

domination in agricul ture in properly and real estate and in the

processing of primary products. The Asians - applied their

capital to trade as legislation had shut them out
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of agricultural product~on12. This capital that wa s

accumtilated in this period ~as later ~o be used in industrial

prcduc t i on after the war. Indian industrial empires grew out of

these ego the Madvhanis, Manjis, Chandarias and the Khimasias.

It should be noted that between 1945 and 1950 a large number of

local settler firms more absorbed either by Asian firms or

forei~nbased operations. This is because of the fact that the

settlers were not competi tive enough and could not compete with

the Asians who were better business managers.

8wainson notes the contradictions that existed in the

colonial period which were basically questions of interest

between the settlers and the colonial administration thus,

"Metropolitan and local settler interests
during this period were clearly divergent.
Britain was concerned with utilizing the
colonial terri tory as a source of raw materials
for its industries and with prevent ing the
emergence of any manufacturing in the colony
which would compete with British goods in the
metropol itan and colonial markets. In
contrast, the settler class, backed by the
local administration was intent upon developing
estate agriculture and secondary industries
where a market exi sted therefore whi Le
development in Kenya was assisted by central
government grants-in-aid, most infrastructural
development was financed by the local
administration through taxes which fell mainly
on non-Europeans ,,13

Another interesting observation is that made by Leys when he

propounds his concept of neo-colonialism 14 He notes that at
-independence the institutions used by the colonial powers to

gain economic power were simply passed over to the rising
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petty bourgeouis to the exclusive of the masses ~ho had

actually fought the battle for independence ..

II In the first place the colonial economy in
Kenya was highly monopolistic. Capi tal was
appropriated from the African population
through primitive acumulation (land alienation
and forced labour) and through wage labour.
Some of the surplus flowed to Britain and also
through unequal trade. The transi tion from
colonialism to neo-colonialism was a planned
one aimed at preserving the greater part of the
monopolistic colonial economic structure of the
interest of large-scale commercial financial
and estate capi tal by coming to terms with those
leaders in the nationalist movement a
majority who represented the new petty
bourgeouis strata which had been formed
throughout most of Kenya under
colonialism. illS

This will become important when one considers to what

extent Kenyas commercial law and in particular Kenya merger law

serves such neo-colonial interests in their enactment and

implementation.

2.2 THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE KENYAN LAW ON
ON MERGERS AND TAKEOVER

The Kenya law on mergers AND takeovers is contained in the

Restrictive Trade Practices, Monopolies and Price Control Act

cap. S04. To consider therefore the legislative history of the

law of mergers once must necessarily look at the history of Cap.

504.16

The Act has a long history that has a genesis in the World

War II colonial price regulations.



At first price control was introduced in Kenya at the start of

the wa~ as part of war time ~egula~ions. This was in ~he Price

of Goods Regula-cions 1939 which wa s later revised. The

De f ense t Corrt ro l of Prices) Regulations 1945 governed price

control in Kenya unt i1 1956 '~Jhenthe first pr ice cont rol

ordinance was enacted.

The Defense (Control of Prices) Regulations applied to

everything that could be sold and purchased except real estate.

Packed groceries (ie articles of strictly defined quantity)

were classified as price controlled goods and maximum prices

for the importer, middlemen and consumer were fixed and

established. Agricultural produce was also price regulated.

Producer prices for beans, millet and meat were fixed by the

Governor and the Price Control Department was confined to

fixing retail price only.

After the war the number of commodities under the price

control regulations gradually reduced and the enforcement of

the remaining orders somewhat relaxed. As a result of such

decontrol the cost of living went up causing alot of political

discontent in the colony.

In November 1948 a Select Committee on the Cost of Living

which was later elevated to the rank of a Commission of Inquiry

was appointed. Its 1950 report recommended among other things,

the reimposition of price control on all essential artieles in

short supplyl7.
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It can be observed however that such a reco~~endation was

not implemented and on ~he contrary more commodities had their

prices decontrolled.

By 1956 cement. charcoal. firewood. wheat and flour. maize

meal and sugar were the only price controlled items. The

decontrol of cement finally in 1958 when the Athi River East

Afr,icanPortland Cement factory was completed. Wheat flour was

decontrolled in 1961. As the decontrol and enforcement of the

remaining price order were relaxed the Price Control Department

reduced in size and only a small section was retained in Nairobi

to give effect to price control on the few remaining commodi ties

and also to retain the organisation in case some emergency

required price controls again.

Upto 1956 price control derived from the Defence (Control

of Prices) Regulations 1945 which in turn devired from the U.K.

Supplies & Services Transitional Powers Act 1945. As these

emergency regulations were to come to an end in 1955. the Price

Control Ordinance 1956 was enacted to replace the Defence

(Control of Prices) Regulations 1945.

At independence products under price control were maize.

wheat and sugar. In 1968 various amendments were made to the

Price Control Act to curb the charging of excess prices for

goods by applying the Act to goods other than those in the price

controlled range. The trader was nov ••. requi_red to supply

invoices to the purchaser and District Commisioners were
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given power to compound offences.18

This Act Aas furth-er revived in 1972. It has been

observed19 that in the years immediately a~ter independence

price controls covered many products but the impact on the

market place was largely invisible due to the fact that the

present day economic strains had not yet set in. However in the

1980 I s the role of the state in the market place began to be put

under scrutiny. It is also at this period when the governmental

intervention policy in the market place shifted form mere price

control to such measures as restricting unfair market pactices,

limiting monopoly power and regulation of mergers.

This culminated in the publication of The Report And

Recommendations of The Working Party of July 1982 (The Ndegwa

Report) which, while urging the reduction of direct influence

of Government in the market place, it recommended that unfair

market practices should be curbed and direct controls may be

required over the prices of monopolized production and

essential commodities20. The Working Party was also concerned

that information on company operations and market practices was

not systematically collected and that the machinery for

regulating product quality standards, prices and market

practices was dispersed and tncomp Let e+l . It noted the need for

moni toring and regulating private sector performance. It

- finally recommended that legislation with respect to unfair

practices be



enacted and that a Monopolies and Price Commision be
~

.est ab Lished to enforce it. The commission '/Jouldbe empowe red to

collect annually standardized financial information on all

public companies and to investigate complaints resulting to

unfair market prices and practices22. Such a commission would

have quasi- judicial powers analogous to those of the industrial

court and should be able to impose sanctions for practices in

restraint of fair trade.

In 1983 following the alove recommendat ions from the

Working party documents, preparatory work began in earnest.

Literature on competition policy and law were collected and

reviewed and consultations with various parties including the

office of the Attorney General were undertaken.

In 1985 a comprehensive cabinet paper was prepared and

submitted to the cabinet by the then Minister for Finance and

Planning proposing the enactment of legislation prohibiting

restrictive trade practices and the establishment of a

Monopolies and Prices Department. Such proposal approved by

the cabinet after several amendments to the original draft.

In 1986 the proposed legislation to curb restrictive trade

practices, control monopOly power, regulate mergers, and

impose price control on commodi ties was given prominence in the

Government policy paper Economic Management for Renewed Growth

Sessional Paper No.1 of 198623.
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In the same year a regional seminar for English speakIng sub-

saharan Africa on RTPs sponsored by the UN conference on Trade

and Development (UNCTAD) was held in Nairobi at UNEP Gigirl

Officials from the Price Control Department and other

Government Ministries attended in. In 1987 a draft Bill was

prepared, its final fashion deliberated on and passed by

parliament in 1988. The bill came into force in 1989.

The Act has Parts I-VI comprising 75 sections. The

provisions relating to the control of mergers and takeovers are

contained in sec 27-32 of the Act. These provisions shall now be

considered.

2.3 THE LAW ON MERGERS AND TAKEOVERS
The law outlaws the participation in the consuMmation of a

merger between two or more independent enterprises engaged in

manufacturing or distributing substantially similar

commodities or supply of similar services or a takeover of one

or more such enterprises by another such enterprise or by a

person who controls another such enterprise by making such

participation without an authorizing order of the Minister an

offence.24

A merger on takeover as described above carried out

without the consent of the minister has no legal effect and

imposes no legally enforceable obligations.25

An offender under sec 27 is liable to imprisonment for a

term not exceeding three years on to a fine not exceeding



two hundred thousand shillings or to both.

A merger or takeover is defined in sec 22 (1) to mean a

transactio~ or other action which involves the implementation

of a merger or takeover proposal.

A merger or takeover proposal means a proposed relating to

the acquisition or disposition of any shares in a company which

together w i, th shares if any to.which the transferee already has

a beneficial interest carry the right to exercise or control the

exercise in the case of a private company more than 50% voting

power and for a company other than a private one 50% or more

voting power at any general meeting of the transferor

company;

(b) A proposal for acquisition or disposal of the whole of

the equity capital of the business or a portion that

gives the transferee the whole on more than fifty per

cent of the equity capital of the business;

(c) A proposal for acquisition or disposal of the whole of

the assets of a section or portion of the assets of a

section which when combined with other equi ty capi tal held

by transferee amounts to the whole of more than fifty

percent of the value of assets used in carrying on that

section of the business;
..

Cd) A proposal that relates to tangible and intangible

assets but which is not covered in tb) and (c) above.
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(e) A proposal if effected would create a new business

whose purpose is to acquire control of other companies

by use of methods (a) to (d);

(f) A proposal that causes a company cease operation or

restricts competition between the parties.

By virtue of sec 28 application must be made to the

Minister through the Commissioner for an order authorizing a

merger or takeover as described in sec 27. It should be noted

that "the Commissioner" refers to the Monopolies and Prices

Commissioner whose office is established under sec 3 of the Act.

The Commissioner is the officer responsible for the control and

management of the Monopolies and Prices Department of the

Treasury. The "Minister" means the Minister for Finance.

Under sec 29, the Commissioner upon such application

carries out an investigation and for such purpose has power to

require any records that will assist in such investigation.

Cri teria for evaluating an application are provided at sec

30:

- A merger on takeover wi 11 be advantageous to Kenya if it

leads to the production of goods or services for export, or

leads to efficiency and a higher marketing thrust that enables
-competition with imported goods, expands Kenya exports while

increasing employment,

- A merger or takeover will be disadvantageous to the



extent that it reduces competition in the domestic market and

enables producers to manipulate domesTic Rricesr

- A merger or takeover will be disadvantageous to the

extent that it encourages capital intensive production

technology as opposed to a labour intensive one.

In addition to the criteria provided by the statute the

Monopolies and Price Commission has developed guidelines that

it uses to determine the suitability of a merger or a

takeover26. These are as follows:

A merger analysis should be guided by the consideration as

to whether a merger is likely to create or strengthen a dominant

position as a result of which competition would be

significantly impeded. The competi tion assesment of mergers is

not mechanistic as every case is unique to some extent and

weight is given to various factor to reflect the differing

circurnstances27

The following steps are used as a guide on evaluating a

merger:28

(a) Market Definition:

The relevant market should be defined or identified.

In the case of horizontal merger the main issue is

whether the increment to market share in likely to lead

to a significant loss of competition. Also considered

under here is the effect of merger on price, demand,

quality and range of products or services.
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Market defination is further divided into product market

(product,'serv i ce- suppl ied) and Geographic Area market.

(i) ?roduct market

So as to make an assessment on the above, parties are

normally asked to provide information on products or

services which they overlap ie they both supply. If it is

considered 'possible that the merged enterprise could

raise prices of those products or services above a

competitive level without customers readily switching

to other products or services, the conclusion may be

that there products or services form a distinct

"market" and that detriments be more fully investigated. A

similar conclusion arrived at if it appears the loss of

competition could reduce quality of products of merged

company.

(ii) Geographic Area (market)

Market definition requires not only the identification

of those products or services which are to be regarded

as competing, but also the geographic area in which the

competition can be considered to take place.

Factors considered here include the distance and

frequency of travel (ie for consumer to get alternative

source of supply), means of transport and the significance

of such transport costs.



(b) Market share

The market share of companies t nvo lvad Ln the merger i s,

consldered. If ~he marke~ share af dny company ~ill

after the merger be in a position to materially

influence or control the market such merger may be

denied.

(c) Market structure29

The number of other companies competing in themarket

(and their market shares) also has to be considered irt

order to determine whether the merger would result in a

market position that could be exploited to the

detriment of consumers. However no hard and fast rules

exist to determine what size of market share or what

increment of market share will lead to a rejection or

otherwise.

(d) Relative strengths

The other important consideration, is the strength of both

enterprises intending to merge and of those that would

remain as competitors as measured by:

- financial and other resources

- access to technology

- trade marks

- distribution/service system

- other backing
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(e) Entry conditions

Particular account is taken in regard to information about

the relative case of entry in the assessment of market

power. These barriers could include access to raw

materials, capital, shortage of skilled personnel,

intellectual property rights, economies of scale and

other factors. Entry may be facilitated by the growth

of a market and made more difficult by stagnation or

decline.

(f) International competition

Account is taken of the extent of actual or potential

competition from imports for goods and services traded

internationally and to access this the following factor

are considered international market shares and the

extent of any barriers (eg tariffs) to the free access

of foreign goods.into the local market.

(g) Price Elasticity of Product

If entry into the relevant market is so easy that

existing competitors could not successfully raise

prices for any significant period of time it will be

unlikely that such a merger will be challenged.

(h) Third Party views

Where it appears that a merger may give rise to competition

issues, views of third parties such as customers,

suppliers ~r competitors are sought. Customers views

are
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valuable in assessing the degree of substitutability

bet~een different~products or services and hence in

defining the relevant market,

After considering the recommendation of the Commissioner

the Minister then makes a order concerning the merger/takeover

application. Such order may approve, reject or approve it on

condi tions that steps be'+ akan to reduce negative effects of the

merger or takeover on competition30.

Appeal from Mini~ter orders lies to the Restrictive Trade

Practices Tribunal and further appeal to the High Court whose

decision is fina13l.

Besides the Restrictive Trade Practices, Monopolies and

Price Control Act cap 5D4 other statutes also regulate mergers

and takeovers in Kenya. These are the Capi tal Markets Authori ty

Act cap 485 A and The Companies Act Cap 486 Laws of Kenya.

Cap 485A in its preamble states that it is an Act of

Parliament to establish a Capital Markets Authority for the

purpose of promoting and facilitating the development of

orderly fair and efficient capital market in Kenya and for

connected purposes. Part V of this Act contains provisions

regulating trading in securities. These provisions are

relevant to mergers and takeovers as'in order to effect a merger

or a takeover the acquiring company will usually do so either by

acquiring the assets or shares of the acquired -company so as to

have a controlling interest in that company.
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Under Cap 485 A Sec 2 stocks and shares are included as

".securi ties.

Sec. 31 of this Act provides that no licensed person broker

or dealer shall trade in listed securities outside the

securities exchange of ~hich he is a member except as provided

for by the Authority in rules or as authorized by the Authority

on ~case by case basis. No licensed person broker or dealer
I

shall trade in listed securi ties in contravention of such rules

as the Authority shall prescribe with respect to the clearance,

settlement, payment, transfer or delivery of securities. It is

an offence to employ manipulative deception or other fraudulent

devices to ensure securities transfer. This section also

provides that no person holding shares in a public company

listed on an approved securities exchange shall sell such

shares except in compliance with the trading procedures adopted

by such securities exchange.

The Companies Act provides regulations for the transfer of

shares and debentures at sec 75 -87. Sec 75 provides that he

shares or other interest of any member in a company shall be

movable property transferable in manner provided by the

articles of the company.

Sec 7& A provides that no transfer of shares to a body

corporate which is not a company formed and registered under

this Act shall have effect unless such transfer is approved
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Under Sec 17 the Tribunal may under some circumstances

order that .i ts proceed i nqs be held ..i nc ame ra ' and also proh i b i t

the publication of any reRort or description of its

proceedings.

The Tribunal may confirm, modify or reverse the order

appealed against or part of it36.

The Tribunal may also refer back-the matter to the Minister

for reconsideration either generally or in specific parts and
-r

in such referral advice the Minister of its reasons for doing so

and also give directions to be considered in the

reconsideration by the Minister. The Minister shall have

regard to the Tribunals reasons for giving a direction and to

the Tribunals directions37

Where an appeal is brought under Sec. 32 against any order

of the Minister under sec. 31 the merger or takeover to which the

appeal relates may not be consummated pending the determination

of the appea138.

2.3.2 ENFORCEMENT OF THE KENYAN LAW OF MERGERS AND TAKEOVERS
It is suprising to note that no single provision exists

for the enforcement of law on mergers and takeovers. This is in

sharp contra~t to the price control law39 in the same Act that

grant the Commissioner powers to enter and inspect premises

where price controlled goods are therein, inspect books and

records relating to price controlled goods, powers to



search vehicles and even the powe r to seize goods that are being

transported in~contravention of this Act~O.

The only sect ion is the Act: +ha L cou ld have some use

towards the end of enforcement is Sec. 75 that empowers the

Minister to make regulations generally for the better

carrying out of the provisions of the Act but again it should be

noted that the minister may not make any regulations in regard

to enforcement.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE LAW ON MERGERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM THE EUROPEAN

UNION ,Z\NDTHE UNITED STATES: A COtvlPARATIVE ANALYSIS

3.0 Introduction

Before an examination of the laws of the United Kingdom,

the European Union and the United States of America regarding

mergers and takeovers or acquisi tions is attempted it should be

noted that due to contraints of time and space only a cursory

overview of the major provisions of these laws will be offered.

For similar reasons again only the provisions that have a

possible relevance will be dicussed as it can be said that law is

applied or enacted to the specific needs of that country and

therefore if would be a fallacy to assert that mass importation

into Kenya of foreign laws would cure the defects in our laws.

To this end therefore only the major provisions of these laws

will be discussed and a summary provided thereafter at the end

of the chapter.

3.1 UNITED KINGDOM MERGER AND TAKEOVER LAW

The statute under which mergers one controlled in the U.K.

is the Fair Trading Act 1973. Before going into the provisions

of the Fair Trading Act 1973 (hereinafter The Act) the

institutional framework upon which mergers are controlled is

going to be considered.



3.1.1 The Institutions

i) Direc~or General of Fair Trading

Although the office of the Director General carries out

many tasks competition policy is significant part of

its brief. The Director General is assisted by the

staff of the office of Fair Trading established under

the Fair Trading Act. This office has both a legal

division and an economics branch which advices on the

economic issues involved in competition law.

The Director General is required to gather information

about monopolies and mergers1. Regarding mergers he advices

the Secretary of State whether mergers should be referred to

the Monopolies and Mergers Commission2. His advice is usually

taken. In performing his duties the Director General is

assisted by a Mergers Panel that meets in the Office of Fair

Trading. Where the commission finds that the merger will

operate against the publ ic interest the Secretary of State asks

the Director General to enter into negotiations with the firms

concerned so as to alleviate any harm to the public

interest.

In Kenya it can be said that there is no such insti tution as

the Minister of Finance is not adviced by anyone in referring a

merger proposal for investigation as seen above.
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(ii) The ~onopolies and Mergers Commission

This insti rut i on is analogous to the Ke nyari ~onopolies and

Price Cammlssion. This commission has several funcLions under

the Fair Trading Act 1973, the Competition Act 1980 and various

other Acts. It has no original jurisdiction and only

investigates matter refered to it and its role is purely

advisory. Under the Fair Trading At it may be asked to

investigate monopoly situations, general references,

restrictive labour references and mergers3. It also has other

functions in the above stated statutes.

The Commission has 32 members that consist of a full-time

chairman who is usually a lawyer by training and three part-time

chairmen. The other members all part time and are drawn from

businessmen, members of the professions, trade unions and

academics.

Investigations are carried out by panels where separate

panels deal with particular references.

(iii) Secretary of State

At the top of the system of competition law in the U.K. is

the Secretary of State For Trade and Industry. This Secretary

of State is adviced by a Minister of State for Corporate and

Consumer Affairs who deals with competi tion matters. The

Secretary of State is the one responsible for referring mergers

to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission. The monopolies
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and r1ergers Commission reports back to the Secretary of State

who decides whether to accept its advi~~ and to implement its

recommendation. He has powers -:0 veto references -by the

Director General to the Monopolies and Mergers commission

under the Fair Trading Act or the competition Act.

3.1.2 The Law
The Act provides that certain mergers qualify for

investigation and where this the case it is for the Secretary of

State for Trade and Industry to decide whether or not to refer

the merger to the Monopolies and Mergers Comission. He

considers the advice of the Director General of Fair Trading in

such decision. The Commission will then decide if the merger

operates in the public interest or against it4.

The Commission then reports its findings to the Secretary

of State and where the findings are that it has an adverse effect

on the public interest the secretary of state is empowered to

take action to stop the merger or if merger already completed to

require separation. As a 3rd option he may allow the merger but

require steps that will alleviate any advance effects of the

merger. Where the Commission finds that the merger does not

operate against the public interest the merger may proceed.

In considering whether on not the proposed merger will

have adverse effect on the public interest the following are

considered; namely the desirability of:
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1) maintaining and promoting 8ffective competition in the

United Kingdom,

2) promOting the interests of consumers, purchasers and

other users of goods and services in respect of

prices,quality and variety of goods and services

supplied,

3) promoting, through competition, reduction of costs,

development and use of new techniques and raw materials
"

and facilitating the entry of new competitors into

existing markets,

4) maintaining and promoting the balanced distribution of

industry and employment in the United Kingdom; and

5) maintaining and promoting competitive activity in

overseas markets5.

In regard to the Director General advising the Secretary

of State as to whether a referral is required or not the Director

General takes into acount the factors specified by the Act and

in particular the effects the merger will have on competition.

Other factors will betaken into consideration depending on the

case. However the primary concern is the effect the merger will

have on competition as reiterated by the Government in its 1988

White Paper.

The Director General is determining the effects of the

merger will have to consider whether the merger is

"horizontal", "vertical" or _"conglomerate".
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Particular concern is made to horizontal mergers that may

reduce competition. iNhere one of the "firms "is Ct leading

producer in the market special examination is carried out.

Other relevant considerations include the level of

product substitution, the presence or absence of competition

from imports and ease of entry into the mark~t6.

For vertical mergers the Director General is concerned

with the possible foreclosure effect on competitors of th~

merged company. Conglomerate mergers although having an

insignificant effect on competition are also investigated7.

Another consideration is whether any efficiency will be

gained from the merger8. Will employment be created?9

Where the merger creates international competitiveness

then it will be unoppo sed l v • Where a sector of strategic

importance is in foreign hand the Director General might regard

such merger as against the public interest11.

A merger that involves the rescue of an ailing company will

not be challenged by the Director General12.

In order for a merger to qualify for investigation13;

1) the merger must involve two or more enterprises ceasing to

be distinct. Enterprises cease to be district in two

ways :

a) where two or more enterprises are brought under common

control or ownership,
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b) where an arrangement or transaction exists whereby either

of the enterprises ceases to be carried on in

consequence of any azrangement or transaction entered

into to prevent competition between the enterprises.

2) at least one of the enterprises must be carried on in

the United Kingdom or be under the control of a body

corporate incorporaied in the be U.K ..

3) the merger, unless it has taken place in secret must

have taken place not more than six months before the

reference is made,

4) either one or both of the following conditions are

satisfied:

a) as a result of the merger the enterprises which cease to be

distinct will together supply or be supplied with at

least 25% of any goods or services of the same

description supplied in the U.K. or substantial part

of it,

b) the gross value of the world -wide assets taken over

exceeds £ 30 million.

4 (a) &: (b) above are generally known as the "market share test"

and the "assets test" and the Secretary of State may specify

only one test or if one test used, the commission should not use

the other 14.

It can be seen that in the UK the law provides for
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mergers that quali ty for investigation a provision that s

lacking in Kenyan law.

Regarding the period during which the Secretary of the

State can refer a completed merger made public to the

Commissioner for_investigation, such is limited to six-months.

This serves the purpose of limiting uncertainty. This

provision for time is lacking in Kenyan legislation.

In relation to newpaper mergers, the Fair Trading Act

treats such in a special category. Here the "market share" test

or the "assets "test is not followed. A newspaper merger

requiring the consent of the Secretary of the State is one

whereby a newspaper or newspaper assets are transferred to a

newspaper proprietor whose newspapers, including that taken

over have an average circulation per day of publication of

500,000 or more. Without such consent the transfer will be

unlawful and vOid15.

A report from the Monopolies and Mergers Commission is

required before the Secretary of State can consent to the

transfer of a newspaper16. However such report not needed if

the newspaper concerned is not economic as a separate

paper17.

Newspaper mergers receive special attention due to the

special public interest arising out of such mergers and their

effect on the dissem~nation of news. Such provisions do not

exist in our law.
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Mergers of ~ater or sewerage undertakings receive special

attention in tt::: U.K. just like newspaper mergers. This is

because of :~e :~po~tance is ensuring competition in the water

i adu st ry . '!inerE: it appears to the Secretary of State that it is

or may be :~e f~ct that arrangements are in progress which if

carried ::":--,toef::::ctwill resul t in a merger of two or more wat er

enterprises or ~hat such a merger has in fact taken place the

Secretary or State is required to make a reference to the

commissionl3.

Such a p rovi si on however may not have any relevance to our

law as water and sewerage services are still provided for by the

local authoriti~s and not by private enterprises.

3.2 EUROPEAN UNION CONCENTRATIONS LAW
The :::urope:o:nEconomic Community was founded by the Treaty

of Rome. ~~e ~ommunity seeks European economic prosperity

through u~i=~ca~ion of their markets. Articles 2 and 3 of the

Treaty prov::':de.

'The community shall have as its task, by
~stablishing a common market and progressively
~pproximating the economic policies of member
~tates, to promote throughout the community a
~armonious development of economic activities,
"1 continous and balanced expansion, an increase
.n stability, an accelerated raising of the
st anda rd of livi-ng and closer relations between

~-:hestates belonging to it"

It scou ld ~ noted therefore that the EEC is concerned wi th

a multitude of ~conomic objectives of which competition law

plays only ~ pc=t thereof.
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On concern will therefore be restricted to the EEC competition

law. Article 3 of the Treaty of Rome provides for the

insti tution of 3. system ensuring that competi tion i-nthe common

market is not distorted.

3.2.1 The Institutions

(i) The Council of the European Union

This is also referred to as the Council of Ministers. This is

the supreme legislative body of the EEC. Here the member states

legislative for the union, set its political objectives, co-

ordinate their national policies and resolve differences

between themselves and with other institutions. It is not

involved in competition policy on a regular basis but has

delegated important power to the Commission through

regulations to enforce the competition rules and to grant

block exemptions in respect of agreements caught by Article 85

(1) but worthy of exemption under Article 85 (3).

(ii) The European Commission

This Commission based in Brussels is centrally involved in

developing competition policy, fact finding, taking action

against infringements of the law, imposing penalties and

granting exemptions _ One of the 17 commissioners takes

responsibility takes responsibility for competition matters

while the DGIV is the Directorate of the Commission

specifically responsible for competition policy_
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The DGIV has a Director General, his deputy and a Hearing

Officer who safeguards the rights of t he defence in any

hearings. The Legal Service represent s the Cornmission in

proceedings before the Court of, Justice

(iii)The court of Justice and Court of First Instance

In matters of competition law the European court of justice

hears appeals from decisions of the corruniss.ionand deals with

points of law referred to it by national court. The court

delivers opinions on cases before it and which opinion is not

binding. The Court of First Instance19 now has jurisidction to

deal with all actions brought by individuals and companies

against decisions of the Corrunission. Its Judgements appealable

to the Court of Justice.

(iv) Advisory Corrunitteeon Restrictive Practices and

Monopolies

This body considers draft decisions of the Corrunissionand makes

appropriate corrunents upon them and also discusses draft

legislation and the development of policy generally.

The national courts of individual member states are also

required to apply the EEC competition rule which are directly

applicable and invokable by individuals.
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3.2.2 The Law

De sp i te the fact t ha't no spec ific provi sions deal w i th

concentrations in the EEC Treaty (concentrations is the term

used to mergers and takeovers in community literature)

Articles I 8520 and 8621 have been construed as applying to

mergers and takeovers. This is because the principles of

statutory construction f oI Lowed in EC law are different from

those employed in English law. Indeed controversy still rages

as to the applicability of the two above articles.

When construing, in particular, the Merger Regulation and

the legislative measures adopted by the Comrnissionfor its

implementation it is important to bear in mind that a purposive

construction is generally to be preferred over a literal

interpretation; that all the authentic language versions of EC

legislation must in principle be taken into account; and that

reference may be made to recitals in the preamble to a

legislative measure22. In regard to Article 85 Richard Whish

points out that EEC competition law is continually influenced

by the political goal of achieving single market integration

and therefore produces controversial results. Secondly the

economic context as well as the legal context of agreements is

also considered by Article 85 23. Article 86 on the other hand

does not contain an exhaustive list of the matters within its

mischief and has therefore been applied to several practices

not specifically mentioned in it.



The Memorandum on the Concentration of Enterprises in the

Common Market24 published by the Commission in 1966 concluded

that Article 85 was not applicable to agreements whose purpose

is the acquisi tion of total or partial ownership of enterprises

on the recognition of the ownership of enterprises. The

position fd~· mariy years has therefore been that structural

changes in the market were essentially a matter for Article 86

and not Article 85. This applied in SHV Chevron Oil Europe

Inc.25 However the later case of BAT V. Commission26 widened

the ambi t of Article 85 and now this article plays a greater role

in merger regulation.

The applicabili ty of Article 86 to mergers was on the other

hand confirmed by the Continental Can V. Commission27 case.

Article 86 was sought to be applied by the Commission in 1971

al though at the time it was doubt ful whether it could apply. In

the case the Commission held that the takeover by Continental

Can of the USA by Thomassen and Drijuer - Verblif NV CTDV, a

Dutch company, was an infringement of Article 86. Its view was

that Article 86 could be applied to prevent mergers which would

result in the strengthening of a dominant position. Such view

was upheld by the European Court of Justice28.

Articles 90 and 92 also apply to mergers. By virtue of

Article 90 a member state must no~ infringe the competition

rules in its relations wi th public undertakings or undertakings

to which it grants special or exclusive rights.
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Article 92 prohibi ts the grant of state aids which might distor

competition.

The scope of Articles 85 and 86 is very wide considering

the definition of "undertakings" to which the Articles apply

to. Any agreement whose object or effect is anti- competitive

is subject to these Articles. Therefore any natural on legal

person of whatever juridical character capable of carrying on

some commercial or economic activity in the goods or services

sector should quality as a undertaking. In such a wide

definition state-owned corporations may be deemed as

undertakings. 29

Due to the fact that Article 85 seeks to prohibit any co-

operation between undertakings which prevent, restrict or

distort competition, its scope is not limited only to legally

enforceable agreements30 but also to "gentlemans agreements"

and simple understandings3l.

Article 86 is unique from other merger legislation as it

applies not to any specified mergers (eg. in the U.K. law) but to

firms that occupy a dominant market position. The other aspect

of Article 86 is that the economic aspects of a market action are

also considered.

It should also be noted that addi tionally mergers in the EV

are also subject to Council Regulation No. 4064/89 on the

control of concentrations between undertakings. All

concentrations with a community dimension are subject to the

system of merger control laid down in the Merger

Regulation32 ..
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The Merger Regulation provides that no member state shall apply

its national legislation on competition to any concentration

that has a community dimension33. The :v!ergerRegulations

entered into force on September 21 1990.

The procedure to be followed in the case of a concentration

having a communi ty dimension can be broken down into the

following stages;

a) notification of the concentration to the Commission,

b) suspension of its implementation pending assessment by

the Commission,

c) preliminary examination of the concentration

d) examination of the concentration and either clearance

or initiation of proceedings,

e) where proceedings are initiated, appraisal by the

Commission or referral to the competent authorities of

a member state,

f) termination of proceedings and the powers of the

Commission (or where applicable of the competent

authorities of a member state) to prohibit the

concentration, impose conditions on its implementation or

impose sanctions on the undertakings concerned,

g) review by the European Court of Justice (or, where

applicable, the courts of the member states concerned)

All such concentrations wi th a communi ty dimension must be

notified to the Commission and such notification must be

ef.f.ect ed not more than one week after the first in time



of the following events; the conclusion of the agreement, the

announcement of th-e public bid or the acquisition of a

controlling interest~

In appraising a concentration to establish whether or not

it is compa rt i bLe. with the Common Market the commission is

required to take into account the need to preserve and develop

effective competition, within the common market. The relevant

economic considerations are provided at Article 2 (1) (b)
"

a) the market position of the undertakings concerned and

their economic and financial power

b) the alternatives available to suppliers and users

c) the access of suppliers and users to supplies or

markets

d) any legal or other barriers to entry

e) supply and demand trends for the relevant goods and

services

f) the interests of intermediate and ultimate consumers

g) the development of technical and economic progress

provided that it is to the advantage of consumers and

does not form an obstacle to competition

Special rules are also applicable to takeover and merger

acti vi ty in specific sectors of the economy eg. coal and steel,

the public sector and defence.
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3.3 US MERGER AND ACQUISITIONS LAW
-US antitrust law is basically found in 3 statutes. These

are i) The Sherman Act; ii) The Clayton Act 1914; iii) The

Federal Trade Commission Act 1914. These statutes deal with

all am:itrust activities but for the purposes of this paper only

the provisions of these statutes that deal with mergers and

acquisitions will be considered.

The Sherman Act of 1890 is the first statute that was

enacted to regulate monopoly in the US. Its purpose has been

described in the case Northern Pacific Railway V. US34 where the

US Supreme Court held,

" The Sherman Act was designed to be a
comprehensive charter of economic liberty aimed
at preserving free and unfeltered competition
as the rule of trade. It rests on the premises
that the unrestrained interaction of
competitive forces will yield the best
allocation of our economic resources, the
lowest prices, the highest qual ity and the
greatest material progress, while at the same
time providing an environment conducive to the
preservation of our democratic, political and
social institutions".

The Sherman Act provides,

Section 2.

"Eve ry contact, combination, conspiring,
in restraint of trade or commerce among
several states or wi th foreign nations, is
hereby declared to be illegal ..."
Every person who shall monopolize or
attempt to monopolize, or combine or
conspire with any other person or
persons to monopolize any part of trade u

or commerce among several states or with
foreign states shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor "

Section 1:

When-this statute is applied however it produces a very

high test as it condemns aLl es-traints of trade in intestate or

foreign commerce.
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This is what is termed as the "perse" rule. Such a rule is not

practicle a~ al! contracts in their very nature restrain trade

and therefo~e application of such a rule would necessarily

bring commerce to a gr inding halt. Thi s was however rect if ied

by the US Supreme Court in Standard Oil Co. of Ne1tJJersey V. US35

where the !I rule of reason" was formulated. Under this rule only

undue or urireasOnable restraints of trade are condemned and

reasonable restraints are allowed.

The rule was restated by Justice Brandeis in Board of Trade

of Chicago V. U.S.36 where he stated

" the legalization of an agreement or
regulation cannot be determined by so simple a
test as whether it restrains competition.
Every agreement concerning trade, every
regulat ion of trade, restrains. To bind, to
restrain, is of their very essence. The true
test of legality is whether the restraint
imposed is such as merely regulates and perhaps
thereby promotes competition or whether it is
such as may suppress or even destroy
competi tion. To determine that question the
court must ordinarily consider, the facts
peculiar to the business to wh i ch the restraint
is applied; its condition before and after the
restraint was imposed; the nature of the
restraint and its effect, actual or probable.
The history of the restraint, the evil believed
to exist, the reason for adopting th particular
remedy, the purpose or end sought to be
attained, are all relevant facts"

Thus 2 standards or tests are used to judge antitrust

activities of enterprises. One is the "perse rule" as seen in

the Sherman Act and the other is the rule of reason under which

the courts must consider economic evidence to dete.rmine

whether competition was actually hampered.
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Although mergers can be attacked as illegal combinations

in restraint of trade under the Sherman ~ct it can be said that

the Clayton Act 1914 is the one that deal s expres s1y w i th

mergers and acquisi tions. Besides corporate mergers, the

Clayton Act is also concerned w i th price discrimination,

exclusive and tying contracts and interlocking of corporate

directories.

Sect on 7 of the Clayton Act, (as amended by the Celler -

Kefauver Act 1950, the Antitrust Improvements Act 1976 and the

Antitrust Procedural Improvements Act 1980) provides:

"No person engaged in commerce or in any
activity affecting commerce shall acquire,
directly or indirectly, the whole or any part of
the stock or other share capital and no person
subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal
Trade Commission shall acquire the whole or any
part of the assets of another person engaged
also in commerce, where in any line of commerc&~
in any section of the country, the effect of
such acquisition may be be substantially to
lessen competition, on to tend to create a
monopoly" .

It can be seen that this provision only applies to mergers

and acquisitions that lessen competition or tend to create a

monopoly. This app roach differs from the strict "per se"

approaCh of the Sherman Act. These provisions apply to all

three types of mergers ie horizontal, vertical and conglomete.

The Merger Guidelines however do not restrict a merger when it

leads to efficiency37 of the merged companies and where the

merged company is on the brink of collapse-. This termed as the

"failing company" defence.
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As earlier stated the Sherman Act can also be used to control

mergers as

Section
illegal combinations in restraint of trade under

and as attempts to monopolize or oUi:right

monopolization under section 2.

Mergers and acquisi tions in the US are also subject to the

US Department of Justice f:1ergerGuidelines as amended on June 14

1984.

Merger Guidelines

These guideline state in outline form the pre~ent

enforcement policy of the U. S. Department of Justice concerning

mergers and acquisitions subjects to section 7 of the clayton

Act or section 1 of the Sherman Act. They describe the

general principles and specific standards normally used by the

Department in analyzing mergers.

The unifying theme of the guidelines is that mergers

should not be permitted to create or enhance II market power", or

to facilitate its exercise. While challenging competitively

harmful mergers the Department seeks to avoid unnecessary

interference with that larger universe of mergers that are

either competitively beneficial or neutral.

In order to realize and appreciate the effect of a merger

the Department will define and measure the market for each

product or service of each of the merging firms so as to realize

the market power. Under here the following will be

determined:
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1. The Product market

2. Identifi~atiorr of firms that produce the Relevant

Product

3. The Geographical market

4. Implications of the merger on foreign competition

The market share of the merging firms will also be

determined

In order to interpret market data the Department uses the

Herfindanl-Hirschman Index ("HHI") of market concentration.

The HHI is calculated by summing the squares of the individual

market shares of all the firms included in the market. Market

concentration is generally categorized to three categories:

HHI below 1000 reflects an unconcentrated market, moderately

concentrated (HHI between 1000 and 1800) and highly

concentrated (HHI above 1800).

In evaluating horizontal merger the Department will

consider both the post - merger market concentration and the

increase in concentration resulting from the merger. If entry

into a market is so easy that existing competitors could not

succeed in raising prices for any significant period of time the

Department is unlikely to challenge mergers in that market.

The conduct of the firm in the market is also considered by

the Department in assesing the merger application.

For non-horizontal mergers the factor of the elimination

of specific potential entrants will also be considered as
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such leads to lost opportuni ty and the performance of the market

is adversely affected.

3.3.1 Enforcement

A tripartite approach is adopted in the enforcement of

antitrust law. These laws and regulations are enforced by the

United States Department of Justice, the Federal Trade

Commission (FTC) and private individuals or entities

Addi tionally state Attorney General's have authority under

section 4C of Clayton Act to bring federal antitrust suits as

"parens patriae" on behalf of natural persons residing within

the state.

The Anti trust Division of the Department of Justice

enforces the Sherman, Clayton and Robinson Patman Acts either

by civil or criminal prosecution. The FTC is the sole enforcer

of the Federal Trade Commission Act except for Section 12 and

has concurrent jurisdiction with the Antitrust Division over

sections 2,3,7 and 8 of the Clayton Act.

In investigating a civil change the Antitrust Divison may

discover and examine records of a business under investigation

by issuing a civil investigative demand (CID) before a formal

complaint has been filed. A criminal proceeding is generally

commenced by the Anti-trust Division through the use of a grand

jury to investigate allegations of antitrust violations.

The FTC only has authority to enforce the Clay~on Acts

civil provision.
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The FTC composed of five commissioners appointed by the

President functions through its power to issue .cease -~nddesist

orders enforced by civil penalties and court injunctions.

Any person (individual, business entity or government)

who has suffered injury due to antitrust conduct may sue to

recover treble damages, costs of the sui t and attorney's

fees.38 Treble damages awarded automatically on proof that

violation caused to plaintiff and such treble figure cannot be

varied:Pollock & Riley, Inc. V. Pearl Brewing Co.39. Such a

provision is designed to create deterrence to provide monetary

incentive to sue for violations and compensation to victims.

Under sec. 16 Clayton Act injunctive relief is also

available for threatened loss or damage. The section alsogives

attorneys fees to a prevailing plaintiff. However to the

plaintiff to succeed in a private antitrust action he must

prove: (i) injury suffered, (2) to business or properly, and (3)

the violation of an antitrust law:Brunswick Corp. V. Puelio

Bowl-a-mat, Inc.40

Other remedies of a civil nature employed are:

1) Dissolution, divestiture and divorcement. This is where

for example order is made to sell

primarily to neutralize and deny

illegal practices.

2) A consen~decree. This is usually worked out between the

defendant and the Justice Department or the Federal Trade

stock. It is designed

defendants the fruit of

Commission without a cour't; trial.
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Here the defendant promises to abide by the rules of business

behaviour set down in the decree and such a consent decree is

enforceable as any ~ther court or agency order.

3.4 SUMMARY
In our above discussion it can be seen that UK, EU & US

antitrust law contains alot that is lacking from our own merger

law. -This can be summarised thus:

UK

The office of the Director General of Fair Trading who

advices the Secretary of State on what mergers to refer

A Mergers Panel that assists the Director General

A Monopolies and Mergers Commission that has a lawyer

chairman and other members, who are professionals,

businessmen, trade unionists and academics

The use of the public interest criteria to determine

whether a proposed merger is to be allowed

More criteria are used to determine the desirability of

a merger

The emphasis on the consideration that a merger must

not lessen competition when the Director General vets a

proposed merger

The con~ern on vertical mergers causing possible

foreclosure on competitors of the merged company.

The investigation of conglomerate mergers



The Director General employing considerations of

efficiency, employment and internaLional competition

being created by the proposed merger

The use of the "market share" and "assets" tests in

refferal of mergers

A different defination of "control"

A time limit of six months set for Secretary of State

referrals to completed mergers

Special provisions for newspaper mergers

EU law

An Advisory Committee on Restrictive Practices and

Monopolies that considers draft decisions of the

Commission and comments on them and also discusses

draft legislation and the development of policy

generally.

The considerations of the economic aspects of a

proposed merger by Article 85 beside the legal

considerations also employed

The fact that Article 86 is read broadly with the

spirit of the Article in mind so that several practices

not spelt out can be brought under its mischief.

Article 92 prohibits the grant of state aids which

might distort competition

The wide definition of "undertakings"
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Applicability of Article 85 to agreements not lega~ly

enforceable

Application also of Article 86 to mergers of companies

that occupy a dominant market position

The requirement of notification as provided for by the

Merger ~egulations No. 4064/89

US LAW

Tl)epolicy guideline found in the Sherman Act that is aimed

at preserving free and unfettered competition

The use of the Ifrule of reasonlf to complement the Ifper

self test

The promulgation of the efficiency and Ifthe failing

company" defence

The availability of civil charges for antitrust

offenders

The appointment of Federal Trade Commissioners by the

President but with Senate confirmation

The fact that any injured party has standing to sue

personally

The awards of treble damages, costs of the suit and

attorneys fees

- The award of civil remedies of injunctions, dissolution

or divorcement and the signing of consent decrees.
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selling prices or unfair trading conditions;
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions necessarily arise from the

foregoing discourse.

It can be safely concluded that competition law, which is a

law controversial in itself suffers a serious conceptual

deficiency. This problem applies to all economic systems that

are capitalistic as all competition law where enacted has the

same concepts underlying the resultant regulation of market

power. The concept of The Theory of Competi tion which forms the

basis of competition law has been in Chapter One shown to be

seriously flawed. Perfect competition which is the ideal state

of the market place and which state competition law tries to

achieve has been shown to be entirely Utopian. The Theory of

Competition itself has been in recent times been superseded by

The Theory of Workable Competition advancedby such acclaimed

economists as Edward Chamberlin, Joan Robinson and John M.

Clark. These developments undermine competi tion law and

policies leaving them on precarious ground indeed. In the

American case for example de~pite the long standing policy in

favour of competitive market struture, the Anti-trust laws have

not been successful in halting the trend toward concentration

in American industry. The market structure in many important

industries today is highly oligopolistic with the bulk
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of production accounted for by a few dominant firms.

Traditional Anti-trust concepts are often quite difficult to

apply to the behaviour of firms in such highly concentrated

markets.

An alternative conceptual basis must therefore be sought

to legitimize the existing competition laws. Robert Borkel

summarises this point in the following words:

"During the past twenty years or so, the
protecionist, anticompeti tive strain in the law
has undergone a spectacular acceleration,
bringing to pass ... the "crisis in antitrust"
The resolution of this crisis will determine
anti trusts future. The law must either undergo
a difficult process of reform based upon a
correct understanding of fundamental legal and
economic concepts, or resume its descent to the
status of an internal tariff against domestic
competition and the trade."

Another conclusion that can be made is the negative role

the colonial legacy plays in Kenyas political and economic

spheres. As has been noted above the colonial economy was one

that rested on monopolies and at independence this monopolistic

colonial economic structure was taken over by the new petty-

bourgeouis class. This point is controversial but not entirely

lacking in accuracy. It can therefore be concluded that the

present leadership has abused state power to monopol ize certain

industries especially in the import/export sector. In such a

climate therefore competition law cannot be successfully

implemented especially where it conflicts wi th the interests of

powerful public figures who double up as businessman in all

forms of trade. A case in point is the current debacle2 ~n
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the electronic mass media ~ndustry ~here licenses have been

granted selectively to such point that only ~hose in political

favour may seL up private broadcasting stations.

Flowing from the above point is the fact that government

policy on the law of mergers is not fully developed and does not

therefore adequately guide commerce in the desired path. It is

interesting to not that the Government policy paper Economic·

Management for Renewed Growth Sessional Paper No.1 19863 which

recommended the enactment of competition law makes no mention

of the government policy on mergers. This has the obvious

consequence that merger law is not as well drafted as this

discussion has revealed. Such policy should be formulated.

Such a clear policy if formulated will lead to a comprehensive

merger law being enacted with provisions such as those of

enforcement which are presently lacking being included.

Another point that makes the enforcement of merger law

difficult is graft or corruption. Greed has permeated all

sectors of Kenyan life to the extent that industrialists and

businessmen will not stop at corrupting public officials so

that they get away with prohibited practices that eventually

harm the country's economy. The writer observed this aspect

while doing research at the Monopolies and Prices C~~ission

offices where officers sent to investigate certain business

woul~be bribed to write favourable reports. Something should

be done as this institutionalized corruption and greed for
.

excessi ve weal th can only lead to the downfall of our

country.
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RECOMMENADATIONS

It is surprising to note that despi te the fact that our law

on mergers and takeovers is clearly inadequate for the purposes

it was enacted f-ar the legislature has taken no steps to revise

it. The last revision was in 1990. Moreover several bodies ie

The Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM)4, The Federal
"

Trade Commission/Department of Justice (FTC/DOJ), 5 Clive Grey6

and the Monopolies and Price Commission (MPC)7 have all

published recommendations for amending the Act but the Attorney

General seems oblivious of all this. The following is

recommended to enhance our law on merger and takeovers:

It has been suggested that the definition of sontrol as

found in section 22 of the Act as the power to make decisions

after only nominal consultation is done is ambigous. Both the

FTC/DOJ8 and Clive Gray9 have suggested that a better

defini tion of control is the possession of more than 50%of the

voting power of any general meeting of a company.

Section 27 of the Act that prohibits all mergers between

firms engaged in manufacturing or distributing substantially

similar goods or services" without approval should also be

amended. This defination of goods and services should be

expanded to include goods and service that a r e : reasonable

substitutes in use for one anotherlO.
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This is because of the fact that goods and services in a

competitive market are not always substantially similar~ .

Again not all mergers shoud be considered. Small mergers

should not be the concern of regulation. A market share or

assets test as employed in the UK and EEC should be devised.

This threshold stage if created will act to filter out

insubstantial mergers.

The Act should provide for both the efficiency and

"failing company" defences as provided for by US law. This

latter defence will have the effect of expanding the economy as

the failing company will be rendered productive again.

At present only horizontal mergers are subject' to the Act

by virtue of section 27. Vertical as well as conglomerate

mergers should be brought under the ambit of the Act 12 as

vertical mergers may in appropriate circumstnaces eliminate

competition and result in the disappearance of independent

retail outlets.

The Restrictive Practices Tribunal as it stands is subject

to the excessive power of the Minister who may decide when it

meets, how it meets, the allowances payable to its members.

This may have a detrimental effect on the operations of the

Tribunal and should therefore be rectified. Its role should be

strengthened so that it is a tribunal of first instance. In this

regard the High Court sho~ld not have original jurisdiction in

merger cases13.
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This will cure the problem of aggrieved parties bypassing the

Tribuna} and going st-raight tot he High Courtl4. It has also

been suggested that the Tribunal should be headed by a High

Court Judge while its members should have knowledge and

experience in commerce and industry15. It has also been

suggested elsewhere that appointments of the Tribunal members

by the President should be app rove.dby the National Assembly to

ensure aut oriomy+v . Such a suggestion draws heavily from the US

system whereby steps are taken to safeguard the Lntegri ty of the

competi tion law enforcement process by the Federal Trade

Commission being independent and reporting to Congress with its

five commissioners nominated by the President and confirmed by

senate.

A time limit upon which the minister is to approve or

reject a merger should be set to avoid uncertainty. The

Monopolies and Price Commission has suggested that failure of

the Minister within 90 days following notification to

disapprove of merger or takeover or failure of the Commissioner

in 90 days to request additional information on basis of which

the minister is to approve/disapprove transaction shall be

equivalent to Minister's statement of no objection

theretol7.

Failure of the Minister wi thin a period of 90 days

following parties full compliance with the Commissioners

request for information to indicate his disapproval of monopoly

or takeover shall be taken as a no objection.
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•

Sec 28 of the Act should be amended to enable a third party

to apply for disapproval of the merger or takeover18. Presently

the third party may only apply for approval.

The FTC Report also noted the contradiction in terms of

the requirement that a merger should enhance international

competition before it is approved. International

competitiveness can create domestic inefficiency and to that

extent such a requi rement should be done away with. In the US a

merger that creates market power in the US cannot be justified

on the ground that it has facilitated competition overseas.

Merger Guidelines should be published by the Monopolies

and Price Control Commission to enable the business community

operate with a degree of certainty. As already seen above

merger regulations have been published in the US, and the EU.

The Kenya guidelines mentioned in chap 2 are not guidelines in

the strict sense but are only applied generally. rhese should

be published.

Civil proceedings should be introduced to complement and

even to replace criminal sanctions that are applied to

offenders. The FTC submitted on this point that criminal

punishments for violations of substative provisions of mergers

unduly harsh and may deter combinations.

The successful plaintiff should also be awarded treble

damages, costs of the ~uit and attorneys fees as is thelaw in
the US19.
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This will help to create deterrence, to provide for the monetary

incentive to sue for violations and also compensation to the.

victims. The remedies of injunction, dissolution and

divorcement, signing of consent decrees should be introduced

to our law as these remedies w i, 11 serve better the interests of

the plaintiff than by merely locking up the offender.

The mergers of newspapers should be given special

consideration as in the UK20. The dissemination of accurate

information is very essential in a country like Kenya that is

undergoing an economic as well as political transformation. As

has been said before the press form the fourth estate in any

trully democratic state. Takeovers of newspapers that would

therefore hamper the free flow of information to the masses

should therefore be vetted thoroughly before approval is

granted.

It can also be said that insider trading especially in

stocks and shares of companies contributes to the hostile or

contested takeovers of companies as the new holder of the shares

will be able to use inside information to unfairly gain control

of the takeover company. The CapLtal Markets Authority Act21

contains provisions prohibiting insider trading 22 but it can

be- said that such provisions not strLctly enforced. These:

provisions provide that a person connected with a body

. corporate not to deal w~th its securities for a period of 6

months if such connection caused such a person to have access to

confidential information.
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These provision should be strictly .i mpl eruerrt e d .

Company

preference,

Lac'.] provides for different shares types;

ordinary ending and deferred. Preference

shareholders have no voting powe r . ordinary shares have u

voting power while de f e r r ed shares vrhi ch a r e normally .is s ue d to

promoters or d i r e c t or s: carry the heaviest voting power. This

means that prefe_~nce and ordinary shareholders who form the

bulk of shareholders have very little to sa - in the running of

the company wi th the resul t that a minori ty may vote for a merger

or t ak eo ve r against the wishes of the w,~ak majority. In s uc n a

case t he i r interests are not taken care of. Tile Companies Ar:t23

should be amended to ensure that all shares .in a company carry

equal voting power irrespective of its class.
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tI~~ger- An arrangement where by the assets of two companies

becnme vested in, or under the control of, one company (which

may o r may !10t be one of the o r i q i r a I t\'J:J c ompun i e s ) whi c h has

as j t s s he r e no Lo e r s all, or s ub s t arrt ia Ll y a ll . the

shareholders of the two companies. A merger effected by the

s ha reho Lde r s of 011f'Co or both of tb e :nerging c omparii e s e xch anq Lnq

t.ha i. r shares (ei t.lre r vol -rnt a r i Ly or as the r e s u l t of Cl legal

operation) for shares in t he other or a t.h.i rd c ompe ny .

Td~e-over - A trnnsdction or series of transaction whereby a

person (individual group o~ individuals or rompany) acquires
Icorrt r o I over the assets of i3. company, ei ther directly by

becoming the owneL of those assets or indirectly obtaining

conLrol of tIle rnanCl9cment of the company.

a me r q e r : in the case of a take-over, t r.e b id is fr eque n t Ly

ugaj nst the w Ls rie s of t.lre maneq eme rrt of the offeree company; in

tho case of a merger, tlle bid Is generally by consent of the

managem~nts of both companies.

A t ake ove r or merger is I

no r iz.orrt a l if it involves 'l.he joining tLlgct:]-leIof t.wo compa n i e s.

which a r<: o r oduc ing ess 2nt .ia Ll y the s a.ne product s or services,

or pr oriuc t s or s e rvi c e s vLt h c ompet e di r e c t Ly w i th 2.:!ch ot.h e r

(eg. sugac and artificial sweeteners)
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\litlc:re one o f LtH? two c ompa ni e s is ell) actual or pot e nt i a l

companies are both engaged in the manufacture cr pravjsion of

d if f e ro nt .indu s Lrio s , i.e t118 t~11S.iI1(:::sses o t tIle t~,/r() comp-in ic s

ar0 not related to each other horizonta11y DGr vertically but

ti'cir own s h ar e ho Ld i nqs arid recommC'nd o r Le r :c,rl,Jl'cilOlcl(2l'", t o

right from the start or after early negotiatjon~ or c'en after

public oppcs t ti on to the bid or the d i v ec to rs of ac qu i red

cornpn n y may actually' Lave app rouc ne d dC'Iuj I i.ng .:ornpcl!!-Y' to

suggest the acquir~.
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t ho 0 f fer no r r<_;coil~mend -r(~j eel ion.
11(.:: f r::~11c1c:!d iTlE loge r / t !:lk.e--ove ~_- The (it T~2ctor,s of ac qu i r e d

reject tflt::: o t f e r arid C)CrJ',:lp:3 t a k tuq f\1It>c,r c'iei:onsive ac ti cn .

t~,:,)ke- ov er or w i th pel',:;uad i ng the b .i .jcler L,J t mp rov e: its

t e r ms .

be at the invitation of the directors of He~uired company who

rather the c08pany came under the control DE a bidder selected

by them than the oljginaJ bidder.
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